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TOUCH LAMP DELIVERS SMART, CONTROLLED LIGHTING 
 
 

Convenient, efficient and controllable interior lighting needn't be 

confined to luxury yachts. Easy to install, the EuroLED Touch 130 lamp 

from Hella marine provides dimmable illumination with fingertip control.  

Users simply touch the dual color lamp's white or red control pad to 

activate the respective light color, or hold it for two seconds to cycle 

through four dimming levels, releasing when the desired illumination is 

achieved. Hella's advanced optic technology protects against eye strain by 

providing uniform light distribution and effective glare diffusion. 

Light level settings are stored in the lamp's circuitry, enabling the 

EuroLED Touch 130 to remember its dimmer setting even after the vessel's 

batteries are turned off. It 's compatible with off-the-shelf ON/OFF/ON 

momentary switches for remote operation. Holding one of the external 

switches for two seconds will synchronize lamps to the same color and 

intensity level.  

The EuroLED draws less than 4W operating in 5,000K white mode, 

and less than 1.5W in color mode, for significant power savings. Hella 

marine Multivolt™ circuitry provides consistent illumination from 9V 

through 33V DC, allowing the compact light to operate at maximum 

efficiency even when subject to voltage fluctuations.  

Pre-wired with 8' of twin-core marine cable for easy installation, 

EuroLED Touch 130 models are completely sealed—IP67 rated, and impact- 
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and shock-resistant to deliver a long service life. The acrylic lens won't 

degrade under harsh UV light. Measuring just 5.1" in diameter and 1.1" 

high, these versatile surface-mount lamps provide fully controllable light 

wherever it 's needed. 

Designed and manufactured in New Zealand, the dimmable Hella 

marine EuroLED Touch 130 dual-color lamp is also available in a 

white/blue model. Both offer a choice of white or black shrouds to 

complement any boat's interior. All products come with a 5-year warranty. 

Suggested retail price is $215.56. 

Contact Hella marine Inc., 201 Kelly Dr., Peachtree City, GA 30269. 

770-631-7500. SOE.sales@hella.com; www.hellamarine.com. 


